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For the benefit of those who may not be directly familiar with the DDMI – what is the 
DDMI and how would you describe the role it plays?  
 
If I could describe DMA’s Data-Driven Marketing Institute (DDMI) in one word, that 
word would be:  Knowledge.  
 
As the think tank of the data-driven marketing community, DDMI conducts independent, 
academic research that answers vital questions about on how data is changing our 
industry and our lives, and provides the platform to make sure this vital research 
informs and shifts the policy debates that threaten data-driven marketing. With data-
driven innovation impacting nearly every area of our lives, it is key that policymakers, 
consumer advocates, and the media understand the value of data and how to nurture, 
not stifle, that innovation. DDMI seeks to put research and hard numbers behind this 
transformation, just as we did with a report authored by Harvard Business School and 
Columbia University professors that showed the real economic benefit of Data-Driven 
Marketing Economy, which provided $156 billion in revenue to the U.S. economy and 
fueled more than 675,000 jobs in one year alone. DDMI continues to produce research 
and information that demonstrates the value of the DDME, highlights the importance of 
data-driven marketing innovation, and increases the understanding of responsible data-
driven marketing. 
 
In your view, what is the relationship between privacy and data-driven marketing? 
 
In the data-driven marketing community, trust is vital to each and every part of the 
work we do. If consumers don’t trust that marketers will protect their privacy, secure 
their information, and make use of their data in a safe and responsible manner, data-
driven marketing couldn’t go on. Without consumer trust, DMA members wouldn’t have 
successful business models. This is why, for more than four decades, DMA has guided 
the data-driven marketing community in responsible data use through a strong self-
regulatory program based on DMA’s Guidelines for Ethical Business Practice. It is up to 
every single data-driven marketer to be a good steward of customer data, ensuring that 
customers receive proper notice and choice across every marketing channel.  
 
Big data seems to have moved beyond a concept stage buzzword and into the realm of 
reality. How does the DDMI think about/define big data and are there “rules of the 
road” the data-driven marketer must be aware of? 
 
Big data may be a fairly new buzzword, but marketing has been “data-driven” for a very 
long time. Businesses have used predictive analytics for more than 100 years, ever since 
Sears predicted in 1888 that consumers in the rural West would more likely be 
interested in the catalogs they sent than East Coasters who could walk into stores 
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carrying those same products. From that point forward, customers have had greater and 
greater expectations that marketers will use data to personalize their purchase journeys. 
That is why DMA has had “rules of the road” for responsible marketers in the form of its 
Guidelines for Ethical Business Practice for more than four decades now, ensuring that 
the data-driven marketing community has clear guidance about responsible use of data, 
and enabling marketers to use data in new and innovative ways while maintaining 
customer trust. Today, the value of the data that makes personalization possible drives 
the U.S. economy, and drives further innovation. 
 
 
There’s very little debate that the online consumer experience takes place and often 
starts in the mobile environment. Are there particular benefits and/or concerns for 
the data-driven marketer when operating in this realm? 
 
Winterberry Group reports that mobile marketing spend will increase by more than 37% 
in 2015 alone. With that kind of growth in the mobile space, businesses and consumers 
can communicate outside the boundaries of the brick-and-mortar store and even the 
computer screen.   
 
The availability of near-limitless information at consumers’ fingertips – thanks to 
smartphones, wearables and the Internet of Things – means that consumers may soon 
regard the ability to make data-driven decisions in every aspect of their lives not as a 
delightful surprise, but as an everyday expectation – creating a new generation of equal 
and empowered market participants.   
 
The rise of such “data-driven consumerism” offers an incredible opportunity for 
marketers to deepen and enrich the relationships that brands have with their customers.  
But, it also puts even greater responsibility on the shoulders of data-driven marketers to 
protect the trust of consumers who now hold the power to define expectations and 
shape the future of marketing in the digital realm. The responsible collection and use of 
consumer data has never been more important, and will only become more so as data-
driven marketing moves forward. 
 
Any predictions for the future of industry self-regulation vs. governmental regulation 
in the U.S.? 
 
As the data revolution has progressed, consumers have enjoyed both meaningful 
privacy protections and the benefits of data innovation thanks to an existing U.S. 
approach to privacy protection in which enforceable industry self-regulatory principles 
supplement sector-specific privacy laws. DMA’s self-regulatory program is a great 
example of how the data-driven marketing industry effectively regulates its marketing 
data practices, delivering enhanced transparency and control to consumers.  
 
Technology is evolving faster than ever, and innovation is driving not only the U.S. 
economy, but the data-driven way of life that consumers have come to enjoy – and 
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expect. Flexible, agile self-regulation will only become more important in protecting 
consumer privacy in fast-evolving areas like data-driven marketing, where laws and 
regulations are unlikely to be able to keep up with the speed of innovation. 


